We present a study of the Dirac eigenvalue spectrum near the region of the QCD phase transition. This study makes use of a sequence of ensembles with temperatures from 150 MeV to 200 MeV generated with 2 + 1 flavors of dynamical domain wall fermions (DWF) and the dislocation suppressing determinant ratio (DSDR) action on a 16 3 × 8 lattice with an extent of 32 or 48 in the fifth dimension. All the simulations lie on a line of constant physics with 200 MeV pions. The DWF Dirac operator is normalized using the methods of Giusti and Luscher combined with those of Rome-Southampton collaboration, allowing a direct evaluation of the Banks-Casher relation. The relation between the resulting temperature-dependent Dirac eigenvalue spectrum and the possible restoration of U(1) A symmetry with increasing temperature is discussed.
Introduction
The chiral phase transition is one of the most fundamental features of QCD. Lattice field theory has been applied successfully to the study of this interesting phenomena and the associated symmetries. While traditional lattice techniques measure the chiral observables in a straightforward manner, examining the low-lying part of the eigenvalue spectrum of the Dirac operator can provide unique insights into various aspects of the symmetry breaking or restoration that accompany the phase transition.
For instance, the chiral condensate, the chiral order parameter for the transition, can be expressed in terms of the eigenmode density via the following relation:
where ρ(λ ) is the spectral density of the Dirac operator and m q is the quark mass. When the chiral and infinite-volume limits are taken, one will obtain the well-known Banks-Casher relation [1] ,
In lattice calculation one may also examine the subtracted chiral condensate defined as,
3)
The subraction removes the ultraviolet divergent piece of the chiral condensate which is linear in quark mass. The Dirac eigenvalue spectrum can be utilized to study the anomalous U (1) A symmetry as well. A similar order parameter ∆ π−δ , which is the difference between the pseudoscalar and scalar susceptibilities, can also be related to the eigenvalue spectrum,
(1.4)
The expression above suggests that if there is a finite region above zero where the eigenvalue density vanishes (a gap), the U (1) A symmetry might be effectively restored. With chiral symmetry under good control, domain wall fermions (DWF) [2, 3] are an optimum tool for the exploration of the phase transition region. The residual chiral symmetry breaking (present in the DWF formalism for finite fifth-dimensional extent L s ) is reflected in an additive correction to the bare quark mass (m res ), which can be further suppressed by the adoption of the dislocation suppression determinant ratio (DSDR) action [4, 5, 6] . Despite some unphysical, massive degrees of freedom from the extra fifth dimension, the low modes of the DWF Dirac operator should resemble an ordinary four-dimensional discretized version of QCD. Moreover, within the DWF formalism, the U (1) A symmetry is only broken by axial anomaly, rather than spoiled by lattice artifacts as with staggered fermions.
Implementation Details
We have collected eight ensembles near the phase transition region with 2 + 1 flavors of fermions. All the simulations have a 16 3 × 8 space-time volume and a fifth dimension of L S = 32 or 48 and they all lie on a line of constant physics with m π ≈ 200MeV and kaon mass almost physical [7] . Table 1 gives the basic parameters of these finite-temperature ensembles. The N cfg column lists the number of configurations for which the eigenvalues are calculated. Figure 1 shows the disconnected susceptibilities of various temperatures and indicates a critical temperature around 160 MeV. For comparison, results from a zero-temperature ensemble with a volume of 16 3 × 16 are presented as well. In order to keep m π = 200 MeV as the temperature and β decreases and m res grows we must either increase L s above 32 or use a negative input quark mass. As the second and third lines of Table 1 show, this first use of a negative DWF input quark mass was successful, resulting in no exceptional configurations and giving a consistent result for χ l,disc .
We used the Kalkreuter-Simma [8] method to calculate the lowest N eig = 100 eigenvalues of the Hermitian version of the Dirac operator D H ≡ R 5 γ 5 D DWF , where R 5 is the reflection operator in the fifth dimension. Note the eigenvalues measured here include the mass term and are denoted by Λ, to be distinguished from those in the equations 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4.
Eigenvalue spectrum and its renormalization
Renormalization must be applied to the eigenvalue spectrum of the DWF operator D H before any sensible comparison can be made with either the input DWF quark mass m f or the eigenvalue densities from other four-dimensional fermion formalisms (e.g. Wilson fermions). The method we have adopted is a generalization to DWF of that proposed by Giusti and Luscher [9] , which introduces into the Lagrangian a twisted mass term,
Then Green's functions such as the six-point correlator of the charged pseudoscalar density operator P
can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalue density, 4) in the notation of Giusti and Luscher [9] . The charged pseudoscalar density is well defined in the continuum limit in a variety of regularization schemes which are related by multiplicative renormalization factors. Equation 3.4 implies the same rules also will work for the eigenvalue density e.g.:
where Z m→m ′ is the renormalization factor for the mass term treated symmetrically with P ± ll ′ . With such inspiration, we can invent a five-dimensional analogue of the twisted-mass term P
and relate it to the usual pseudoscalar density,
where ψ(x) is the four-dimensional operator while Ψ(x, s) is the five-dimensional field. 1 This renormalization factor Z tw→m f connects the five-dimensional eigenvalue density to a more conventional density normalized in a fashion consistent with the usual bare quark mass m f :
Because of the equivalence of the two operators at long distance expressed by equation 3.6, the renormalization factor can be obtained from the ratio of the two Green's functions:
where τ i 's are the Pauli matrices in the flavor space. Results from a Coulomb gauge fixed wall source are presented in Table 1 . An alternative approach is to examine the off-shell, three-point Green's functions evaluated in Landau gauge. This is very similar to the Rome-Southampton non-perturbative renormalization (NPR) technique (RI/MOM) [10] . The renormalization factor is extracted from the ratio of amputated vertices for the five-and four-dimentional operators.
To fully utilize the whole lattice, we use a series of fixed-momentum volume sources to calculate the propagators, which is defined as
We perform our calculation using both non-exceptional kinematics, where p 2 1 = p 2 2 = (p 1 − p 2 ) 2 , and exceptional kinematics, where p 1 = p 2 . The results for the zero-temperature ensembles are presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 .
Both Equation 3.8 and 3.9 should give consistent results independent of temporal separation t and of p 1 and p 2 respectively. Unfortunately, the NPR calculation is not feasible for the finite temperature ensembles due to large fluctuations. Therefore we only present the NPR results for the 16 3 × 16 emsemble in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows a discrepancy between the two kinematics which is positively related to the physical momenta. This contradicts our expectation but can be plausibly explained by appreciable finite lattice spacing errors (ap) 2 at large momentum. Because the quantity Z (π) tw→m f involves the smallest momenta, we use it to renormalize the spectrum. Further renormalzation from the bare m f scheme to the conventional, continuum MS scheme can then be easily performed since this final step has already been studied in detail [11] . Technical details and updated results will be available in our upcoming paper [12] . Figure 3 displays the effects of the renormalization, which can be naively regarded as a rescaling of the axes. The orange vertical line denotes the smallest of the hundredth eigenvalue and the spectrum below that is supposed to be complete. The other vertical lines indicate the bare masses of the light and strange quarks. The horizontal lines are the chiral condensates divided by π, which should agree with the eigenvalue density at λ = 0 as predicted by Banks-Cahser relation 1.2. There are two significant features associated with the renormalization. First, the light quark mass now matches the likely zero-mode peak. Second, the Banks-Casher relation agrees better although it is still inaccurate at 30% level. We attribute the discrepancy to finite-volume and finite-mass effects. Thus, no definitive conclusion can be drawn before studies on a larger lattice and the chiral extrapolation are performed. possible gap does begin to emerge, indicating an effective restoration of U (1) A symmetry. A small peak at the lower end at these temperatures suggests that the major contribution to U (1) A symmetry breaking may come from zero-modes, which are expected to go away as the volume increases. Therefore, we await a calculation on a larger lattice to confirm this conclusion.
Conclusions
With the chirally symmetric DWF framework, we are able to explore the chiral and U (1) A symmetries near the phase transition region. The successfully renormalized eigenvalue spectrum of the Dirac operator as well as the correlator measurements [13] suggest an effective restoration of the U (1) A symmetry at temperatures higher than T c . We are looking forward to a similar simulation with larger volume to confirm our findings.
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